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Job Vacancy 

 

Position:  Warehouse operative / Storeman  

Hours:  Standard working hours are Monday to Thursday 7am to 5pm with potential for overtime as 

required.  

Salary:   is negotiable and dependant on experience. 

Job Type:  Full Time permanent position 

 

PSP Aluminium ltd are a manufacturer of high quality, bespoke Aluminium glazing products for a string of tier 1 

and 2 clients across the UK. We are currently looking to recruit an experienced stores / warehouse operative 

on a full-time basis. 

Duties will include: 

- Accurately and efficiently offload and check all material deliveries into the factory 

- Carry out necessary QA checks of profiles and accessories 

- Report / book in / book out all material movements as necessary onto our MRP system  

- Pick and issue project materials to the shopfloor ahead of manufacture in line with production 

schedule 

- Packing of product, Windows, doors, framework ancillaries ahead of delivery to site 

- Loading of subcontract delivery vehicles  

- Producing packing sheets  

- Ensuring stores are kept organised or tidy 

 

Based within our manufacturing facility in Shildon the ideal candidate should possess the following: 

- A minimum of 3 years’ experience fulfilling a similar role within the Aluminium glazing industry. 

- A good understanding of Aluminium glazing systems, profiles, and fabrication methods 

- A keen eye for detail and the ability to work methodically. 

- Ability to accurately inspect and quantify material deliveries  

- basic computer literacy skills (ideally with some experience of MRP systems) 

- Be flexible with regards to overtime working 

- Be generally of good physical health as the role does involve a significant amount of manual handling. 

- A positive ‘’can do’’ attitude and pleasant nature with the ability to communicate well with others in a 

respectful manor. 

- Counterbalance / side load forklift licence would be beneficial but not essential as training will be 

provided. 

 

- How to Apply: 

- E-mail applications should be addressed to Recruitment@PSPUK.COM with an accompanying CV. 

- Postal applications should be addressed to the Recruitment at the below address. 

mailto:Recruitment@PSPUK.COM

